
Society

and the individual



to adventure! 

• theoretical underpinnings: old and new

• the hero: conviction

• the journey: clarity

• the ordeal: courage



what you know



what you must 
remember



what you don’t

• What is an individual? How do we differentiate the 
individual from society? 



truth dare

• tell your neighbour one true thing about yourself

• cannot be factual or obvious (ie I am dashing 
and handsome)

• cannot be a matter of  opinion (open to debate)

• what makes you, you?



• Individuality and selfhood are tricky to define, 
especially in a fictional medium

• Testimony, especially personal testimony, is unreliable.

CASSIO
“Reputation, reputation, reputation! Oh, I have lost my reputation! I have 
lost the immortal part of  myself, and what remains is bestial.”
- Othello, 2.iii

MITCH
“Lies, lies, inside and out, all lies.”

BLANCHE
“Never inside, I didn’t lie in my heart...”
- Streetcar, Sc IX

BLANCHE
“I misrepresent things to them. I don’t tell truth, I tell what ought to be truth.”
- Streetcar, Sc IX



a humble proposal
• understanding the individual protagonist’s role in society 

and against society through the theory of  the Monomyth

• Monomyth: the theory that traditional narratives tend to 
follow a pattern that enacts an effect (ie narrative technique)

• Myth-making: the creation and dissemination of  stories 
fulfills a fundamentally social function:

• the rehabilitation of  social conscience and 
consciousness

• reinterpretation of  customs and norms

• creation of  a potential for growth, change, 
development



real-life example
The Story

The Hero: A young man encounters an older man who proclaims 
that he is the chosen one, set apart from their society. 

Crossing the Threshold: The young man experiences evidence of  a 
higher world beyond mortal perception.

The Ordeal: He struggles with his convictions and beliefs, and has 
to come to terms with the idea that fulfilling his role requires 
sacrifice.

The Reward: Eventually, he finds his faith and transcends.

The Return: Empowered by his self-discovery, he returns to bestow 
wisdom and blessings upon his society.



dare the truth
A young man encounters an older man who proclaims that 
he is the chosen one, set apart from their society.



take in a show

Interlude

Interlude



Crossing the Threshold: The young man experiences evidence 
of  a higher world beyond mortal perception.

The Ordeal: He struggles with his convictions and beliefs, and 
has to come to terms with the idea that fulfilling his role requires 
sacrifice.

The Reward: Eventually, he finds his faith and transcends.

The Return: Empowered by his self-discovery, he returns to 
bestow wisdom and blessings upon his society.



caveat lector
• The traditional myths the Monomyth is meant to explain are 

fundamentally culture-building and restorative in nature

• societies laying foundations; optimism, anticipation

• The texts you are studying are generally modern in outlook

• meant to question or destroy the underlying assumptions 
of  their culture 

• we are therefore generally looking at how the tragedy 
central to the narratives subvert the convictions of  the 
period



i·con·o·clast

1. One who attacks and 
seeks to overthrow 

traditional or popular ideas 
or institutions

2. One who destroys sacred 
religious images



The Journey
• Importance of  being ‘other’, an outsider

• The hero must view the conventions of  his culture and society 
from a different perspective in order to enact change

• The grandeur of  his vision, granted by his travel experience, 
is juxtaposed against the grit of  everyday life, giving his 
moral convictions a position of  privileged credibility

• Iago: “... as loving his own pride and purposes, evades them, with a bombast 
circumstance horribly stuff ’d with epithets of  war...” 

• Othello: “... the story of  my life, from year to year, the battles, sieges, fortunes, that I 
have passed... moving accidents... hair-breadth scapes... of  antres vast and deserts 
idle...” 

• Blanche: “I am not feeling at all superior, Stella... You can’t have forgotten that 
much of  our bringing up, Stella, that you just suppose that any part of  a gentleman’s 
in his nature! Oh, if  he was just--ordinary! Just plain--but good and wholesome, but--
no. There’s something downright -- bestial -- about him!” 





“What a pity that 
Bilbo did not stab 
that vile creature 
when he had a 
chance!”

“Pity? It was Pity 
that stayed his 
hand. Pity and 
Mercy: not to 
strike without 
need. And he has 
been well-
rewarded.”



The Consequences of  Bilbo’s Mercy



suddenly, iconoclasm!
• Subversion: Othello fails to take on the enlightened 

perspective that his earlier grandeur suggests he is capable of, 
instead falling prey to the same jealous misogyny that the other 
male characters demonstrate

• “... Then must you speak of  one that loved not wisely but too well; Of  one not 
easily jealous, but being wrought perplex’d in the extreme...” - Othello, 5.ii

• Subversion: The ‘outside perspective’ that Blanche adopts is a 
fantastical delusion, represented by the painted lantern; it is 
suggested that even the earthy realism of  the Kowalskis’ 
marriage is held together only by make-believe, as Stanley refers 
to their sexual compatibility as ‘coloured lights’.

• “You showed me the snapshot of  the place with the columns. I pulled you down off  
them columns and how you loved it, having them coloured lights going!” - Stanley, 
IX



the ordeal

• We frequently think climactic ends to narratives 
consist largely of  spectacular violence.





the ordeal

• But just as frequently, the actual climax hinges not 
on violence or physical force, but on moral choice

“Even so my bloody thoughts, with violent pace, shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb 
to humble love, Till that a capable and wide revenge swallow them up.”

“You’re goddamn right I told him! I’d have that on my conscience the 
rest of my life if I knew all that stuff and let my best friend get 
caught!”





the daring truth
• As an individual in society, the protagonist is 

ultimately distinguished by

• clarity: he perceives a moral dimension that the 
vast bulk of  society does not

• conviction: he holds to beliefs that are at odds 
with those around him

• courage: he takes assertive action to share his 
more enlightened vision with society



• Of  course, these distinguishing characteristics are 
frequently subverted or outright destroyed in Othello 
and A Streetcar Named Desire

• On the other hand, we should keep in mind the 
restorative power the individual can have on 
society: it’ll come in handy for The Scarlet Letter




